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Today and Tomorrow’s Weather

Moderate to fresh northeast winds and slight to moderate seas are in place in the wake of a recent frontal passage. With 
relatively dry, stable air behind the front only isolated showers and thunderstorms are forecast within deepwater leases 
today. As trailing high pressure slowly shift east tomorrow, winds across the Gulf will gradually veer towards the east and 
east-southeast. Seas will lower to slight levels while winds generally average at moderate speeds. Similar storm coverage is 
expected. 
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Day Three through Seven Weather Hazards

Heading into Thursday and early Friday, east-southeast to southeast winds will turn moderate to fresh as low pressure 
intensifies over the US southern Plains. This low will push a strong cold front off the Texas coast Friday afternoon into 
Saturday. Across the western Gulf, winds are forecast to back towards the north-northeast at sustained speeds between 20 to 
30 knots with higher gusts behind the front. Seas may turn rough off the Texas and western Louisiana coasts. Current 
guidance indicates that the wind shift will not be nearly as significant as the front slows while heading into central and eastern 
Gulf leases Saturday into Sunday. Trends will be monitored. Lessening winds and seas are forecast across the west Gulf as the
old front begins to lift northward Sunday into Monday. 
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This Morning’s Winds and Seas

Day 3 Morning Winds and Seas Day 3 Evening Wind and Seas

This Evening’s Winds and Seas

Tomorrow Morning’s Winds and Seas Tomorrow Evening’s Winds and Seas
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